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1.1 Introduction
In the early years between 1960 and 1961 John McCarthy, an American computer and
cognitive scientist, came up with the idea of computer or information utility. In 1961
at MIT Centennial John McCarthy pointed out “If computers of the kind I have
advocated become the computers of the future, then computing may someday be
organized as a public utility just as the telephone system is a public utility. The
computer utility could become the basis of a new and important industry”. Cloud
Computing (CC) has developed from McCarthy’s idea of utility computing which
begins the commoditization process to a new service that is widely available and has
become undistinguishable from others like it, which consumers make the decision to
purchase it based on price [1].
Cloud computing technology has become a popular alternative to traditional
computing technologies. This technology provides a new concept of a pay-per-use
utility model of computing resources based mainly on virtualization technology.
Numerous benefits result from these features, such as cost-effectiveness, time saving,
scalability, and green information technology environment.
Despite these benefits, cloud computing faces many challenges and security issues
that hinder the utilization of cloud computing.
Cloud security is the most important factor for the customer when he wants to use
cloud services, because the data and services are not located on the customer devices
and cannot be under her/his control [2].
Cloud computing has improved computation’s efficiency while reducing its cost for
users. Virtualization is the key component of cloud computing for providing
computing and storage services. Virtualization is a foundation technology platform
fostering cloud computing. The term virtualization refers to the abstraction of
computer resources (CPU, storage, network, memory, application stack, and database)
from applications and end users consuming the service. Virtualization technologies
enable multi-tenancy cloud business models by providing a scalable, shared resource
platform for all tenants [3]. Live migration is an essential feature of virtualization that
allows transition of a running virtual machine from one system to another without
halting the virtual machine [4].

1.2 Problem Statement
Live migration is the process of transferring a virtual machine that attached to a
specific physical device and dedicated to a client to another physical device without
any interruption to the client or his running applications. During this migration an
attacker could exploit this process to access resources of virtual machine. Providing
secure migration is a key security issue in virtualization.

1.3 Research Objectives and Research Questions
The main objective of this research to survey the proposed security solutions for live
migration security problem to help researchers in the area to benefit from this
research. So the questions of this research are:
What are the reasons of secure live migration?
What are the expected attacks in live migration?
What are the proposed security solutions for secure live migration?

1.4 Motivations
Live migration is the movement of a virtual machine from one physical host to
another without any interruption to the client or his running applications. This process
opens several vulnerabilities that threaten virtualization for cloud computing, research
must focus on how this migration can be done securely.

1.5 Research Methodology
The information for this thesis was basically collected from the research papers such
as journals, conferences, and digital libraries. A survey of literature is used to answer
the research questions. Chapter (3) gives the details of the survey methodology.

1.6 Research Scope
This research discusses only the security solutions that have been proposed to secure
live migration.

1.7 Thesis contribution
Thesis contributions are:
i.

Identifying the needs of secure live migration.

ii.

Explaining the attacks against live migration.

iii.

Explain the possible security solutions to secure live migration.

1.8 Thesis Structure
The remaining contents of this thesis are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 explained important aspects of cloud computing, including its definition,
essential characteristics, models of cloud services. The chapter also briefly stated the
challenges and security issues that faces cloud computing. Chapter 3 presents the
research methodology that being used to conduct this research. Chapter 4 gives a
simple background about virtual machine in cloud, some definitions of
virtualization, types of virtualization, techniques of virtualization, vulnerability in
virtualization, virtual machine threat, virtual machine attack, and proposed solution of
virtual machine attacks. Chapter 5 discuss the live migration and show the migration
goals, process of live migration, live migration attacks and proposed solution of live
migration. Chapter 6 presents conclusion for this research and recommendation for
future work.

